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About This Game

Plox Neon’s throwback visuals and exciting music turn this action-packed puzzle game into an entrancing experience. Use your
wits to find the best way to clear areas of the map and trap monsters to earn points.

The characteristics of each monster and how they interact within the map is the key to earning a high score. The challenge of
Plox Neon is to exploit their weaknesses while minimizing the risk of being attacked, and unlocking new levels by reaching the

clearing goal.

Features:

60 Challenging Puzzle Levels

8 Monsters, each requiring their own strategy to overcome

6 Electronic Audio Tracks

Stars and High Score system to challenge yourself

Colorful mix of organic and retro arcade visuals
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Title: Plox Neon
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Desert Owl Games LLC
Publisher:
Desert Owl Games LLC
Release Date: 19 Dec, 2017
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Full Disclosure Desert Owl owns Pox Nora therefore I auto purchased this game with the intent to give them 10\/10 review and
possibly encourage another sale or two.

Happy to say (and suprised) that I like the game enough to say it's worthy of purchase all by it's self. It's a nice little
puzzle\/coffee break game. It's in fact a more colorful and far more enjoyable version of "Snake" which isn't all that exciting in
and of itself. However there's something to be said for keeping it simple and sticking with what works. It's bright, challenging,
and the core premise taken right from the of the original Snake's core and only mechanic is still enjoyable.

It's not groundbreaking but again Pox Nora so.........10\/10!!!!! MUST BUY. Plox Neon is like you asked yourself "What would
Jezzball look like in 2017?" This is the answer. It doesn't play exactly like Jezzball but it feels so good to play and just hits me
like Jezzball does. For $5 it's a killer deal, I love the mechanic of Jezzball and Plox Neon delivers on every front.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/CRPIRexMQso. It's a Qix clone, it has good music, a variety of enemies, challenging levels, it's neon and
responsive. What else do you want? From a Qix clone I mean... Full prize ok. Sale YEAH!

Follow my curator at https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/28337205-Fair-Minded-Witness\/. I was a big fan of Qix from
Taito and for years I looked for a similar game on Mac. Thank you so much to make my dream come true. Is there a way to
create random levels?
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